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Introduction 

»Now we come to the concept of realism. This 

concept, too, must first be cleansed before use, for 

it is an old concept, much used by many people 

and for many ends.« 

Bertolt Brecht 

 

This issue is specifically concerned with formations of realism in modern British and 

American art that had some connection, direct or indirect, with a politics of the left. 

There was no single or even dominant form of such realism in the Anglo-American art 

worlds. If the ideological and aesthetic complexities of the art and the critical commen-

tary discussed in the articles collected here are particular to a British and American 

context, they nevertheless are resonant with broader issues familiar to anyone concerned 

with the vicissitudes of realism as a phenomenon in modern artistic culture. Most cru-

cially, the Realism which emerged in the mid-nineteenth century as a self-conscious 

tendency is and has generally been associated with a left or anti-bourgeois perspective 

on society. At the same time a self-consciously realist modern art has served a range of 

ideological purposes and its reach extends well beyond the domain of the left. For one 

thing, realism began as a bourgeois aesthetic. It had a certain critical and anti-

hierarchical purchase with its valorization of the commonplace and everyday, its com-

mitment to serious representation of lower class as well as middle class subjects and 

milieus, and its purported openness to representing the rawer, more unrefined aspects of 

the material and social world. But all this did not necessarily entail a politically radical 

viewpoint. Gustave Courbet, who had close ties with political anarchism and became 

actively involved in the Paris Commune, was politically speaking uncharacteristic, even 

while being widely acclaimed as the leading realist painter of the nineteenth century.  

The bulk of realist painting of his time, and of the realist and naturalist painting of mod-

ern life that became such an important feature of late nineteenth century art throughout 

Europe and America, was taken up and championed by established bourgeois patrons 

and institutions, even in its more critical and social realist forms. The situation was the 

same in literature, as some of the finer Marxist commentary on the subject, starting with 

Marx and Engels, has made abundantly clear.   

A more explicit politicizing of realism began to take root at the turn of the nineteenth 

century, alongside the advent of modernism. At this juncture, realism came to be repre-

sented as an aesthetic that best corresponded, philosophically and politically, to the 

needs of socialist and communist working-class movements. But this was not a fixed or 

uniform relationship, as developments after 1917 showed. Up until the early 1930s the 

history of art in the Soviet Union revealed how very complex and various the ambition 

of realism in artistic practice could be. The rival claims of the period led famously to 

heated and acrimonious debates among different groupings, variously promoting the 
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Introduction 8 

revolutionary potential of realism and of radical abstraction as the appropriate artistic 

language for a truly socialist society. That the subsequent calcification of realism in the 

socialist realism promoted by Stalinist Russia as a state ideology – which would become 

even more pronounced in the Zhdanovist culture of the postwar years – produced its 

own backlash amongst independent Marxist thinkers is well known. To the Marxist 

exiles Bloch, Brecht and Benjamin, it was evident that outside the USSR, at least, the 

critical work of realism was not yet done. And this critical work required, variously, an 

engagement with modernist formal devices and the mediatic technologies of the twenti-

eth century. There was a perception shared by many artists and critics on the left that a 

politically engaged art had to move beyond the forms of realism and naturalism inherited 

from the nineteenth century, even as these continued to be a touchstone for broader 

conceptions of realism in art.  

All of which is to say that the term »realism« does not cover a single category or con-

cept and has been associated with a range of political perspectives as the essays in this 

volume so clearly illustrate. In his contribution Brendan Prendeville has noted the chal-

lenge of writing about realism in a place and time – the Britain of the immediate post-

1945 years – where »the conditions for nurturing a politically-oriented practice were 

lacking«, while in her essay Rachel Sanders echoes the suggestion of Milton Brown that 

the realism of the Ashcan School was lacking in »militancy«, confined to a mere »›color-

ful documentation of city life‹«, because of the absence of a tradition of social criticism 

in art in the United States. Both effectively suggest that without a wider context of polit-

ical crisis as the overriding feature of social reality, realism will be a matter of explora-

tion of the everyday (in itself a valorization of ordinary lives) and that its charge will lie 

partly in its refusal of formal sophistication as an end in itself and pursuit of a vitalist 

ideal of »life« that is found at its most intense among the lower classes. 

Correspondingly, as several of our contributions illustrate, narrative forms were cen-

tral to the practice of many artists associated with the realist category.  Something that to 

modernist artists and critics exposed their work to the charge of betraying the demands 

of the medium – as Roger Fry’s criticism of Stanley Spencer’s work illustrates (see Alex 

Potts’s essay). For Fry Spencer was a »literary painter«, virtually a different species 

from those who understood painting’s intrinsic characteristics; comparison between his 

work and that of truly modern painters was pointless. As Rebecca Zurier shows, the 

determination to exclude the »literary« and the political was also central to Lawrence 

Alloway’s presentation of early Pop Art in the exhibition setting of the University of 

Michigan’s Museum of Art in 1963. Maintaining the attitude that he had honed in the 

Independents’ Group in 50s London that American consumer culture represented the 

inescapable face of modernity, Alloway effectively proscribed art that hinted of any kind 

of social or political intervention and sought to ward off interpretations that found those 

qualities in the art he admired. In this process of critical paring, a whole gamut of more 

edgy and provocative art – art that chimed far better with the emergent culture of student 

radicalism – was shunted out of the mainstream art-historical purview. 

The periods of which Sanders and Prendeville write contrast sharply with that of the 

1930s, when there was a quite considerable debate about realism among artists and crit-

ics on the left, in Britain and the United States as elsewhere. It is striking that this debate 

was picked up and recast within the framework of a state patronage program in the shape 

of the British War Artists’ Advisory Committee, the subject of Brian Foss’s essay. De-
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Introduction 9 

spite its morale-boosting role, state patronage did not just open opportunities to tradi-

tional naturalist practices. Indeed, these were widely seen as inadequate to the task at 

hand, while the more formally challenging work of Henry Moore and Graham Suther-

land was well received. As Foss shows, the demands of representing war’s extreme 

conditions also forced artists and critics to reckon with the challenge – and arguably the 

limitations – of documentary photography as a chronicler of the technological inventive-

ness of modern warfare and the horrors »total war« brought with it. 

The effects of the particular intensities of wartime experience on artists as a catalyst 

of realism is also one of the themes of Alex Potts’s essay on Stanley Spencer, one of the 

relatively few British artists of the first half of the twentieth century of truly international 

stature. Although we tend to associate realism with a secular worldview, Spencer’s pow-

erful and original Burghclere Memorial Chapel murals demonstrate that a deeply-felt 

religious worldview does not preclude a compelling perception of squalid and gruesome 

everyday realities; indeed, it may add to the intensity of the artist’s conception – as it 

arguably does here. One is reminded that many features of realism’s intense engagement 

with the everyday world initially took shape in religious art of the 15th and 16th centuries. 

It is arguably a kind of calculated religious gravitas that informs the compositions of 

Spencer’s Clydeside Shipbuilding canvases.  

John Berger figures as a player in several of these essays, notably those of Prende-

ville, Potts, and Stimson. With the exception of James Finch’s investigation of a hitherto 

neglected aspect of Berger’s criticism, this was not a calculated outcome on our part; it 

is rather a measure of his prominence as a critic of the left in 1950s Britain. However 

fallible some of Berger’s judgments seem retrospectively, the variety and complexity of 

his criticism forecloses any easy assessment of his achievement.  

As we noted earlier periods of crisis – particularly periods of resurgent leftism – tend 

to act as a spur to fresh critical thinking about the category of realism and to artists mak-

ing new kinds of realist claim for their work, or having them made for it. The extent to 

which artists working in a realist idiom today need be cognizant of the effects of muse-

um structures on their works and their mediation through photographic and digital tech-

nologies is vividly illustrated in Jacqueline Francis’s essay on the work of Kerry James 

Marshall. While Marshall is known primarily as an exceptionally ambitious painter, 

whose large-scale canvases represent a compelling panorama of African American expe-

rience, a recent exhibition, Kerry James Marshall: Mastry, when shown at the Metropol-

itan Museum of Art and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, also featured a 

photographic installation, Art of Hanging Pictures (conceived for an earlier retrospec-

tive). This made an intriguing counterpoint with the paintings. As Francis puts it: »a 

Marshall exhibition that includes Art of Hanging Picture straddles modernist and post-

modernist paradigms, challenging the commanding self-seriousness.« 

If, as we believe, the several crises of our own times are once again sparking renewed 

debate over realism’s validity and prospects, then one figure whose measure will have to 

be taken is Michael Fried, both because of his dogged commitment to the realism ques-

tion over half a century and the sheer range of his interests, from Caravaggio to Jeff 

Wall. In his essay Blake Stimson shows us that we can find a path to this through the 

late writings of that much disparaged but indispensable philosopher of realism, Georg 

Lukács. »Ontology« may seem an old-fashioned catchword for a critical practice today, 
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Introduction 10 

but if we are to make a case for an art of the real among the ideological confusions of 

the moment, its challenge seems inescapable. 

 

Andrew Hemingway and Alex Potts 
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Rachel Sanders 

John Sloan’s Paintings of Working-Class Men 

John Sloan’s Pigeons (Fig. 1), painted early 1910, was rejected by the National Acade-

my of Design from their exhibition in March of that year. Sloan noted in his diary, »I 

rather thought [it] had a chance to pass.«1 Instead it went on display at the Exhibition of 

Independent Artists. Pigeons provides a view of rooftops across a street. The slightly 

ramshackle quality of the tenements, the plain brick and metal fire escapes locate us in a 

working-class neighbourhood. New York’s skyline is a secondary interest here; taller 

buildings frame a stretch of blue-purple winter sky against which McKim, Mead and 

White’s new Pennsylvania Station, and the church spire of St John the Baptist can be 

seen. However, the viewer’s eye is drawn to a small flurry of activity in the centre of the 

painting that relieves a fairly rigid scene composed almost entirely of vertical and hori-

zontal lines. A stocky male dressed in shirt sleeves, braces and hat is training his racing 

pigeons. The flock of birds, captured in various stages of flight, form a downward spiral 

that vaguely echoes the sweep of his flag. At a distance behind him a young boy wat-

ches, seated on a chimney stack, hands in pockets, legs dangling.  Snow forms small 

drifts against the brickwork, hidden from the raking winter sun that throws harsh lines 

across the fronts of the buildings. Whilst the outer edges of the canvas are casually 

painted – almost scrubbed in dark hues in the lower corners – the centre of the picture 

surface is detailed in a broad spectrum of colour, notably the sunlit bricks, the main 

aesthetic conceit. As a whole the painting does not exploit harmonies or complementari-

es, the tonal weighting is uneven and the focus off-centre, all of which heightens the 

sense of realism.  

Pigeon racing was introduced to the USA from Europe in the 1870s and became a 

widely enjoyed sport among New Yorkers. The lower classes, particularly immigrant 

groups, were associated with this relatively inexpensive hobby that created mess and 

smell in the communal living space. The establishment of the American Racing Pigeon 

Union in 1910, which set out rules for competition, attests to its popularity and pigeon 

coops atop tenement blocks were a common sight.2 The heart of Sloan’s picture is the 

specificity of the moment, when the bustle of the metropolis melts away and peace is 

found. Nothing is really happening. There are no obvious romantic trappings, no man-

child bonding moment; in fact we are uncertain of the nature of the relationship. We can 

make assumptions, but Sloan does not prompt or seem to require narrative speculation. 

Contextual knowledge of turn-of-the-century New York and analysis of formal choices 

will, of course, inform our interpretation, but pleasure is created through Sloan’s ability 

to communicate ›this was how this moment was lived‹, a heightened realism in which we 

share. The viewing position is crucial to his success with this. We are at the same level, 
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Rachel Sanders 12 

as if at a neighbouring window. Our proximity is indicated through the cropping of the 

scene – we are of the same space and by implication the same class.  

Sloan was the last of a circle of friends, including William Glackens, George Luks 

and Everett Shinn, to relocate to New York on the heels of their mentor Robert Henri. 

These men became acquainted through their work as newspaper illustrators and came 

into contact with Henri through part-time study at Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. 

Collectively they are known as the Ashcan School, along with George Bellows who 

moved from Ohio to New York in 1904, the same year as Sloan, studied with Henri at 

the New York School of Art and exhibited with them for the first time at the 1910 Inde-

pendent Exhibition. The Ashcan artists were America’s first realist group. They depicted 

subjects that indicated broad changes in culture and society, challenging nineteenth-

century mores and morals, prejudices and ideas of respectability. They painted people 

on the social margins and scenes that encapsulated the city’s pace and fabric with a 

sensibility previously unseen in American art. Drawn to the seamier side of the growing 

metropolis they acquired their name due to their continued representation of the lowly 

and common place.  

In his seminal survey of early twentieth-century American art, American Painting 

from the Armory Show to the Depression, Milton W. Brown speculated that »the lack of 

Fig. 1: John Sloan, Pigeons, 1910, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
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John Sloan’s Paintings of Working-Class Men 13 

a tradition of social criticism in art which confined realism at that period to a colourful 

documentation of city life« accounted for the lack of militancy in Ashcan art. He also 

discussed a mutually beneficial exchange between the artists’ fine and graphic art.3 

Ashcan artists contributed illustrations to periodicals that ranged from Harper’s Weekly 

to Mother Earth. Significant amongst these for its politics, for the abundance and quality 

of its imagery and for its role in forging a national left-wing aesthetic was The Masses 

(1911-17). Launched as a monthly magazine of »art, literature, politics and science«, 

The Masses was never an official organ of American Socialist Party, but following Max 

Eastman’s arrival as editor in late 1912, it was sympathetic to the Party’s far left, articu-

lating support for divisive issues such as direct action and industrial unionism. The Mas-

ses was born of the same radical Greenwich Village subculture that nurtured the Ashcan 

School – in fact Glackens, Henri, Bellows and Sloan all submitted images to the maga-

zine although their degree of involvement differed markedly with Glackens contributing 

just one drawing while Sloan was a founder of the publication and art editor for five 

years.4 

Unlike other members of the Ashcan group, Sloan almost exclusively pictured the 

working-classes, but Pigeons is a fairly atypical piece in that his characteristic icono-

graphy during the early decades of the twentieth century was taken from the lives of 

working-class women. Men rarely feature in his etchings, and there are only a few oil 

paintings in which women are not the primary focus, although those that do forefront 

men are palpably realistic all male worlds, of leisure rather than labour. There is a no-

table lack of engagement with this subject matter amongst the group. Shinn produced 

some pastel drawings of dock workers and men in barrooms. He had a propensity for 

spectacle that suggested labourers held a vicarious allure for him: They are often depic-

ted fighting, as in Bar Room Brawl, Bowery, New York (1900).5 However, this paper 

will consider Sloan’s depictions of working men in comparison to those of Ashcan ar-

tists who also contributed to The Masses, Henri and Bellows. 

The lack of attention given the working man is curious considering firstly, the artists’ 

political sensibilities, secondly, their aesthetic and iconographic priorities and thirdly, 

the prominence of masculinity in contemporary cultural debates. The pre-1917 Ameri-

can left lacked any single coherent doctrine, but rather was an amalgam of theories and 

philosophies that included socialism, anarchism, syndicalism and utopianism. Nonethel-

ess, the working man was central to this spectrum of thought either as an agent of politi-

cal change or even – for anarchist-leaning intellectuals such as Hutchins Hapgood – as 

an exemplar of some form of heightened life experience. Turn-of-century New York was 

a city under construction – sizeable workforces were required for major projects such as 

Pennsylvania Station and the Metropolitan Life Tower. Moreover, with manufacturing, 

commerce and transportation booming, the male labourer was in constant view of the 

Ashcan artists. Masculine identity was at the forefront of the contemporary mindset, and 

this hinged largely on the form of a man’s labour.  Concerns that white-collar work, 

along with modern urban living, diminished masculinity were rooted in anxieties about 

maintaining the dominance of the Anglo-Saxon ruling classes in the face of the growth 

of organised labour amongst the robust lower class and the massive influx of immigrants 

of »vigorous« races.6  

The few images of working-class males produced demonstrate different approaches 

shaped by different attitudes towards the relationship between art and politics. Sloan was 
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the most politically engaged of the group. In 1910 he, and wife Dolly, became active 

Socialist Party members, campaigning, joining committees and distributing literature. 

From 1910-11 Dolly, whom a Masses colleague remembered as a »rabid socialist who 

like to get out and soap box,« was secretary for Branch One of the Socialist Party in 

New York, to which Party members of The Masses circle belonged.7 Sloan ran as Party 

candidate for State Assembly from 1911-13, and then for a judgeship a year later. He 

also freely offered his talents to the socialist cause, contributing political cartoons and 

drawings to a number of periodicals including The Call, Appeal to Reason, Coming 

Nation and Progressive Woman; but he was most heavily involved with The Masses. 

Sloan believed capitalism to be detrimental to creativity; in the pages of his diary he 

mocked a friend who thought »that Socialism is a good thing but will »hurt individuali-

ty! Just fancy our present system as an encourager of that quality.« He also stated »no 

man could do good work and not be [a socialist]« and that involvement with the move-

ment »surely is better than to paint pandering pictures to please the ignorant listless 

moneyed class in the U.S.«8 Politics evidently affected his views on art and yet he 

struggled to marry the different aspects of his practice with his politics. 

Rebecca Zurier argues that »instead of conveying the appearance of a rapid glimpse... 

Sloan’s pictures are composed with an illustrator’s eye for narrative content and telling 

detail.«9 She also states »his admission of difference between himself and the neigh-

bours he depicted made a transparent gaze impossible.«10 Both these assertions are 

frequently but not universally true. Pigeons invites observation of its subject but dimin-

Fig. 2: George Bellows, Men of the Docks, 1912, National Gallery, London 
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John Sloan’s Paintings of Working-Class Men 15 

ishes indicators that encourage evaluation and in this regard it differs from Bellows’ 

Men of the Docks (1912) (Fig. 2), an unusual work in that manual labour is the focus, 

whereas most Ashcan images minimise its presence. Bellows paints an East River pier 

on a winter’s day. A group of longshoremen, collars buttoned against the cold, stand 

with a pair of packhorses in front of a freighter. In the distance the Manhattan skyline 

emerges through clouds and smoke. In the foreground the dockers look left to something 

out of frame, as one man with shoulders hunched and head down departs in that direc-

tion. Zurier and Robert Snyder suggest audience uncertainty about the specifics of what 

is witnessed reminds us of the precarious existence of the unskilled men who anxiously 

await employment. Edward Wolner also points to »urban symbiosis« as a concern of the 

piece; a »cross-river drama« created to underscore the city’s dependence on both brawn 

and brain.11 Formal elements assist in this reading, not only the plunging perspective of 

the freighter and the warehouse that essentially turn the mid-ground into a tunnel, but 

also the use of red which pulls the eye from the dockside cleat and the faces of the ste-

vedores, along the freighter’s plimsoll line to the distant skyscrapers.  

One contemporary critic praised Bellows’ ability »successfully to bridge the chasm 

between the conservative and the radical in art« by balancing »traditional virtues« and 

open mindedness.12  Bellows’ longshoremen are suited to physical labour, but the lack 

of heroic affectation is made starkly apparent when compared to the men who stretch 

and flex their well-worked muscles in Thomas Anshutz’s Ironworkers – Noontime 

(1880), one of few American precedents in depictions of the labouring lower classes in 

painting.13 Anshutz idealises the virile lifeblood of the nation. Bellows’ realism points 

to the integral role of the working-class male in the modern capitalist economy but 

seems to imply no political challenge. Notably, there is no sense of unity between the 

men and none is created with the audience. Cropping pulls us into the scene but the 

viewing line, slightly above the heads of the men closest to us, positions us as observer 

and we are invited to read the objects and the interactions (here unconfined by the pic-

ture space). »Temporal compression« is the useful term John Fagg applies to this a-

bundance of component parts that are particular enough to sustain claims to accuracy.14  

The suggestion of the momentary was a priority of Ashcan realism, an element of its 

modernity, but it is routinely a whole comprised of detail that produces discursive effect 

and urges assessment that is a familiar audience experience.   

Both Bellows’ »temporal compression« approach to narrative and Sloan’s depletion 

of such find equivalents in The Masses.  The magazine featured a range of image types 

including journalistic illustrations, figure studies, realist drawings, political propaganda, 

cartoons and caricatures, all selected by the editorial board that met monthly to vote on 

the magazine’s contents. It held enormous appeal for artists, offering access to a wide 

audience and freedom to experiment with style and subject. This freedom blurred 

boundaries between fine art and the Masses’ political mission. Bellows produced twen-

ty-six images for The Masses from 1913-17.  Why Don’t They Go to the Country for a 

Vacation?, published August 1913, is exemplary of the interaction between practices as 

the motif was also used in the painting Cliff Dwellers (1913).15 There are some diffe-

rences between the two; the print is more densely packed and its figures more carica-

tured. The anchorage of the magazine will impact on reading, as will the inclusion of a 

title, crucial with this example as identifying the irony gives the image political reso-

nance. But both works present a composite that details the freneticism, deprivation and 
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lack of privacy of a Lower East Side 

neighbourhood, and in both cases the 

accumulation of detail is calculated to 

encourage social commentary to the 

extent that it belies the sense of the 

momentary.   

The caricature in Why Don’t They? 

is evident in works by Bellows readily 

identified as cartoons, such as Superior 

Brain: The Business Men’s Class, pub-

lished April, 1913. We see the same 

summary modelling and seemingly 

casual composition, using cropping and 

off-centre vanishing points that place 

the slightly distanced viewer as if they 

have chanced upon the scene (the same 

can be found in Cliff Dwellers). Superi-

or Brains reinforces stereotypes of the 

physically inferior upper classes, ridicu-

ling the pomposity of the rotund or 

emaciated bourgeois males displayed in 

an array of comic poses.  A virile, pre-

sumably working-class male, rubs his 

muscles and observes the uncoordinated 

spectacle with slight bemusement. Types are fundamental to the cartoon but their rela-

tionship with Ashcan realism is more complex. The artists sought to surpass the roman-

tic stereotyping of academic painters while simultaneously they utilised a popular cul-

ture teeming with stereotypes; this could result in »an easy willingness to let a 

preconceived image substitute for a more complex reality.«16 

Henri was the Ashcan ideologue and played a pivotal role in formulating The Masses 

aesthetic also. As a teacher Sloan proclaimed him »an emancipator« and Bellows belie-

ved him to be »one of the finest voices which express the philosophy of modern men in 

painting.«17 Bellows was the only Ashcan member to share Henri’s philosophical anar-

chism. Henri ran his own school from 1909-12 and also taught at the New York School 

of Art (1902-9), the Modern School at the Ferrer Center (1911-18) and the Art Students 

League (1916-27). He encouraged a form of realism that presented »ideas of value«. The 

purpose of a work of art was to make a statement: »Men who have achieved great art felt 

the tremendous need of raising their voices for or against the condition of life that 

existed.«18 He maintained that »the most ordinary model is in reality a fascinating mys-

terious manifestation of life.«19 His sympathetic attitude towards the lowly unsurprisin-

gly attracted those with radical leanings. His students included Masses artists Maurice 

Becker, Robert Minor, K.R. Chamberlain, Glenn O. Coleman, Stuart Davis and Henry J. 

Glintenkamp.  

The number of Masses drawings of men labouring that offer useful comparison with 

Ashcan works is remarkably low – less than twenty, five of which are cover images. In 

addition, there are a few pictures of working-class men as strikers, voters or the idle 

Fig. 3: Stuart Davis, Untitled, 1916 
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unemployed, treated in a variety of 

styles. Occasionally the male worker is 

used as symbol of power and unity. 

Different vocations are represented with 

the miner most recurrent, sometimes 

belligerent, and sometimes browbeaten. 

Stuart Davis opted for the dock worker 

in an untitled piece (Fig. 3), published 

in April 1916, in the distinctive idiom 

of Henri’s students.20 Davis, who would 

later become an important abstract 

artist, contributed forty-two pieces to 

The Masses from 1913-16. The buil-

dings give the setting picturesque quali-

ties that Ashcan realism generally 

avoided. We see a barge by a quayside 

where barrels are stored, not a modern 

industrial dock. Footprints in the snow 

show the central male figure has carried 

a black cat by the scruff of the neck to 

the winch where he intends to hang it. 

The animal is presumably viewed as a 

pest, but this is a brutal way to dispense 

with it and the content hardly shows the 

worker in a favourable light. A parallel is possibly intended between the hoist and a 

gibbet, and the foreman, distinguished by his top hat, as a hangman.21The onlookers 

seem indifferent to the proceedings – or maybe dumbfounded by the act of cruelty – they 

are certainly inactive and we judge the men based on the accumulation of detail in the 

moment we are presented.   

Masses realism like Ashcan realism predominantly pictured working-class lives in a 

loose, unrefined, seemingly emotive style and calculated compositions that suggested 

›slice-of-life‹ but in fact created a narrative space that invited assessment of the subject. 

There are examples that »achieve genuine human empathy« by surmounting this »self-

consciously distant tone.«22 These, I would argue, are equivalents to paintings such as 

Pigeons. Becker’s Harbinger of Spring (Fig. 4) graced the cover of the May 1916 issue 

of The Masses. The periodical prided itself on the quality of its reproductions; consider-

able space was absorbed in half, full and double page images. Illustrated covers were the 

norm, often front and back and generally printed in black with one or two additional 

colours from 1912 onward. Becker described his subject as »a peddler concerned with 

sales, especially since his product has a temporary existence. Naturally his face didn’t 

reflect the joy that the romantic blossoming of flowers brings to the face of a well-to-do-

purchaser.«23 The middle-aged street vendor dressed in flat cap and waistcoat cradles 

the pots of flowers he is hawking in the crook of his arm. With right hand raised to his 

mouth to amplify his sales pitch, his pose and facial features are further animated by the 

overprinting in bright red. Becker provides no further detail; perspectival space is elimi-

nated. The decision to crop the man at the waist and elbow, and place him close to the 

Fig. 4: Maurice Becker, Harbinger of Spring, 
1916 
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picture plane creates intimacy. The print 

exudes familiarity and comity rather 

than scrutiny and assessment.  

Becker contributed more than one 

hundred drawings to The Masses be-

tween May 1911 and July 1917. He was 

a Russian Jewish immigrant who grew 

up in tenement housing on New York’s 

Lower East Side and therefore his 

background greatly differed from the 

majority of the magazine’s circle. Genu-

ine knowledge of his subject matter is 

conveyed in illustrations such as So-

journers at the Oceanside Hotel Report 

a Cool Summer (August 1914) that 

avoid the voyeurism, stereotyping or the 

condescension at times identifiable in 

the work of contributors. Becker’s poli-

tics were formed from rebellion against 

a society that willed him confined to the 

ghetto. His pacifist beliefs landed him a 

short term in jail during World War 

One. He was never a Socialist or Com-

munist Party member although he contributed to periodicals that espoused their politics 

throughout the twenties and thirties.   

Henri’s substantial theoretic influence was not matched by his practical achieve-

ments. His art was weighted by late nineteenth-century naturalistic conventions and 

many of his students emerged from his shadow, Becker and Sloan among them. Henri’s 

The Stoker (1910) (Fig. 5) is one of a handful of portraits of working men he completed. 

Fashioned with vigorous application that breathes life into the canvas, the somewhat 

weathered features of a middle-aged man emerge from the darkness. The knitted brow, 

sunken cheeks and downward turned mouth make him look stoic and perhaps a little ill-

at-ease. Like Becker’s flower seller, The Stoker is neither idealised, nor framed by an 

accumulation of circumstantial detail.  Becker’s worker, however, sits outside the 

bounds of traditional artistic genres and thus is interpreted differently from Henri’s pain-

ting that extends, but does not challenge the norms of portraiture.  Henri explained his 

search for »this thing that I call dignity in a human being« in an article titled »My Peop-

le« he published in The Craftsman in February 1915.24 The urban types he selected were 

not commonplace but his means of representation are familiar. Unlike the fleeting en-

counter that is our interaction with Becker’s worker, Henri’s sitter is evidently the result 

of a series of decisions that bestow dignity, and the recipient of endless scrutiny.  
Sloan’s presentation of working-class men in The Masses tends to be very pointed, 

many expressing sympathy for strike action. An image more akin to Becker’s Harbinger 

of Spring is The Bachelor Girl (February 1915). Sloan habitually depicted attractive, 

active, self-possessed proletarian women asserting new roles for themselves in modern 

society. The Bachelor Girl shows a young woman inspecting a dress in a small lamp-lit 

Fig. 5: Robert Henri, The Stoker, 1910, Frye 
Art Museum, Seattle 
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room. We could read a myriad possibilities from her circumstances; the one thing we are 

certain of is her independence. The Bachelor Girl emanates compassion. The equality 

Sloan imparts to women, in both painting and print, was consistent with his political 

ideals as he was an active supporter of the suffrage movement. His engagement with 

women as principal subject matter was consonant with the American high art tradition, 

but the manner in which he presented them was not calculated to appeal to genteel 

society. His women are sometimes sexually alluring, but his images are not merely vo-

yeuristic and they are not politically neutral. Patricia Hills has shown that Sloan’s wo-

men are agents of change and that »the covert meaning of many of his paintings of wo-

men is the desire for purification, redemption, and regeneration in a world here and 

now. It was the same wish as that of idealistic socialists, to which Sloan was giving visu-

al form.«25 

Sloan articulated a distinction between his political cartoons and ›proper‹ art, inform-

ing the editor of Coming Nation in August 1911, »When propaganda enters into my 

drawings it’s politics not art – art being merely an expression of what I think I see.«26 

Despite the apparent rigidity of such comments, Sloan’s aesthetic position was not so 

clear cut and its formulation was complex. As a close personal friend and a respected 

artist and theoretician Henri’s influence on Sloan was extensive.27 From the mid-1890s 

Henri embraced philosophical anarchism; his views incorporated the ideas drawn from 

Emerson, Whitman, Bakunin, Morris and Tolstoy – a plurality of progressive thought 

that informed the pre-1917 American left generally.28 He shared the views of Emma 

Goldman, co-founder of the Ferrer Centre, that art was »a powerful disseminator of 

radical thought« and the artist was to be an instructor.29 

Despite their friendship, Sloan thought Henri’s politics impractical stating »idealistic 

anarchists are people who look at a ladder and want the top rung without working their 

way up.«30 It is important to remember that Sloan also moved in Socialist circles where 

some held different views on art. In The Masses Eastman criticised anarchism as unsci-

entific, negative and »privative.«31 Sloan’s relationship with his editor was professional 

and not without disagreement, but Eastman recalled how Sloan »loved The Masses and 

would waste time on it in the same childish way I would. We were, potentially, I always 

felt, a perfect team.«32 And Bob Brown remembered, »Max and Sloan complemented 

each other. Together their wits were combustible: they struck fire.«33  

The Masses had no sustained artistic strategy and discussion of art was limited to a 

few articles and editorials, such as Eastman’s January 1913 »Knowledge and Revoluti-

on« column in which he encouraged artists to »go down to the streets, and out into the 

fields and quarries and among the ships and chimneys« in order to enrich their artistic 

language.34 Eastman identified the streets as vital material for art, but his concerns ex-

ceeded contact with »life«; he saw pursuit of his subject matter as an act of defiance that 

led to the creation of a popular art. He was also convinced that art’s »power of arousing 

people to the need of action and understanding is immense.«35 The common ground 

between Eastman and Henri’s art-for-life theories was due to the fact they were derived 

from the same sources.36 Both held that art had political purpose, but that purpose was 

patently different. Henri believed that creative power unleashed revolution: »greatness 

can only come by the art spirit entering into the very life of the people... It is to enter 

government and the whole material existence as the essential influence, and it alone will 

keep government straight, end wars and strife: do away with material greed.«37 
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Art was at the forefront of any political agenda Henri held. For him true art was anar-

chism – his individual expression, whereas for Eastman, whose commitment to the sci-

ence of Marxism was, at this time, absolute, art was distinct from socialism. He argued 

that art and propaganda were the »stuff of life« and could be integrated for instructive 

purpose, but they were not synonymous, and neither the intellectual nor artist was the 

agent of revolutionary change.38 As he wrote in his column: 

»The end we have in view is an economic and social revolution, and by revolution... 

we mean a radical democratization of industry and society,.. to be accomplished 

when and if the spirit of liberty and rebellion is sufficiently awakened in the classes 

which are now oppressed.«39     

Eastman elaborated on his cultural theory in The Liberator, the periodical he launched in 

March 1918 in the vein of The Masses, following its suppression under the 1917 Espio-

nage Act, during the wave of patriotic hysteria that accompanied America’s entry into 

the First World War.   

The anarchist leanings of Henri and Bellows made it easier to reconcile artistic free-

dom with political conviction, than the socialism of Eastman and Sloan, who struggled. 

In 1915 Eastman referred publicly to the »conflict between the aims of propaganda and 

the aims of art which is ever present to our editorial board.«40 He, along with other 

board members including Floyd Dell and Art Young, was troubled by the same conflicts 

that plagued Sloan. This tension existed in Sloan before he joined The Masses, and was 

likely exacerbated by his involvement. On 9 June 1909 he wrote in his diary:  

»Will the great mass of the workers, when they find the power of the united vote, 

stand for differences in the rewards between their ordinary labour and mental la-

bour? Of course all will have every necessary [sic] to existence, and comfort – but 

should not the higher faculties have some higher reward? Or is this feeling in me, 

only a surviving view of the present upper class feeling?«41  

While relishing free expression The Masses sought to raise class-consciousness, while 

aspiring to artistic individualism it sought to collectively motivate. Discord resulted, not 

just in personal conflict but among the editorial board as a whole. Sloan left the magazi-

ne in 1916 following a strike action supported by a number of artists including Davis. 

He later complained »The editors wanted to keep hammering on propaganda and the 

satire lost its subtlety.« Eastman retaliated by accusing the strikers of being »art-for-

art’s-sakers.«42 He recollected Art Young snapping, »To me this magazine exists for 

socialism... and anybody who doesn’t believe in a socialist policy, as far as I go, can get 

out.«43 Young had no interest in pursuing fine art, as Sloan later noted, »Young’s idea 

of art was the glorified cartoon.«44 Young’s vision for The Masses differed from that of 

Sloan, who fully believed that the lower classes appreciated the relatable subject matter 

and the humour of his realist images. It was this mindset that prompted Sloan and other 

Ashcan and Masses artists to seek display spaces that facilitated contact with this audi-

ence, such as the Rand School, the church of St Mark’s in the Bowery, the Ferrer School 

and with the People’s Art Guild, a short-lived venture (1915-19) founded by a Polish 

émigré Dr John Weichsel that put on exhibitions in restaurants and settlement houses on 

the Lower East Side. A review of Sloan’s one-man show, sponsored by the Guild, stated 

that »the people of the neighbourhood [were] flocking in to look« and »unconsciously« 

learning that art was something that belonged to them.45  
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Sloan was committed to depicting the world he knew, he did not seek out contentious 

content – »I have never gone slumming to get subject matter« – and he avoided picturing 

the worst of New York’s squalor, as did the other Ashcan artists and Masses contribu-

tors. 46 When the editor of The Call requested Sloan make his workers »more starved 

and emaciated« he refused.47 Possibly there was a concern to distinguish themselves 

from commentators such Jacob Riis who, in creating ›the other half‹ in the minds of the 

dominant classes (potentially a shared audience with The Masses and Ashcan School), 

walked a questionable line between information and exploitation. Sloan’s politics sug-

gest that this decision had nothing to do with an aversion to the worker. Socialist Party 

member and Ashcan sympathiser Charles Wisner Barrell of The Craftsman, supported 

Sloan’s avoidance of »terrible, heart-wringing poverty« and »abstract human wretched-

ness«, arguing that his »vivid glimpses of New York… show here and there a detached 

bit of life which has the power of suggesting the whole turbid current.«48 

Sloan’s actions and statements suggest a man uncertain of his social position and de-

veloping political awareness.49 His paintings are indicative of this. On 10 June 1906, he 

recorded in his diary, »I never felt the desire to mingle with the people I painted, but 

observed life as a spectator rather than a participant.« Eighteen months later, in January 

1908, he noted: 

»Thinking how necessary it is for an artist of any sort to go among common people – 

not waste his time among his own fellows, for it must be the other class. Not crea-

tors, nor Bohemians nor dilettantes, that he will get his knowledge of life. I should 

like to know two of three plain homes – well. My own home was plain enough – and 

I have that subconsciously with me.«50  

Looking to the world around him Sloan often selected scenes for which there is no art 

historic precedent. Among these are the paintings of working-class men such as Pigeons, 

Fishing for Lafayettes (1908) and McSorley’s Bar (1912) (Fig. 6). Like Becker’s Mas-

ses cover, all three were scenes witnessed. Sloan recorded a visit to McSorley’s in his 

diary, noting »Heard two men, seemed to be Union Delegates, talking of the emigration 

problem.«51 Sloan favoured picturing the cheap nightclubs and restaurants used by the 

lower orders over the glittering spectacle of opulent urban entertainments. McSorley’s is 

no exception, a saloon famed for good ale, raw onions, pet cats and no women. Sloan’s 

painting is a masterly exercise in blacks, greys and ochres; the result is rather austere.  

Positioned at a slight distance from the bar, our eye is drawn to the white shirts and 

aprons of the staff before it meanders around the rest of the room. We observe, not as 

voyeur but as fellow patron, the memorabilia on the wall, the lone drinker at the far end 

of the bar, the two men closest to us deep in conversation, one thrusting his arm forward 

towards the other’s chest as if to make a point, his companion relaxed with foot raised, 

beer in hand, elbow on the bar, listening intently – probably the union men as Sloan 

remembered them. As with Pigeons, there is no extended narrative. The activity is insu-

lar. It is a comradely image; a specific clientele – middle-aged working men in jackets, 

shirtsleeves, bowlers and boots – in a specific location, wholly at ease in this moment of 

daytime leisure. Sloan described McSorley’s as »a place where the world seems shut out 

– where there is no time.«52 He has effectively captured this. Conservative critics sought 

to cast him in the Hogarth tradition but Sloan railed against this designation, writing to 
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the Evening World critic challenging the comparison.53 McSorley’s Bar was shown at 

the Armory Show of 1913 with a list price of $500; it did not sell.   

Sloan’s paintings exhibit a variety of approaches. The majority are consistent with the 

arm’s length narratives routine to the Ashcan School. Works such as Pigeons, McSor-

ley’s Bar and McSorley’s Back Room (1912) exhibit a level of comprehension about the 

working-class experience that is closer in timbre to The Masses artists than that of his 

Ashcan peers. Occasional among The Masses graphics are vital but sensitive depictions 

that present a truly human face to inequality that was frequently lost behind pontificating 

or furious propagandising. Becker, who shared Sloan’s politics, is the most frequent in 

this; other examples include Cornelia Barnes’ Twelve-Thirty (January 1915) and K.R. 

Chamberlain’s A Model for a Penny (November 1913). It is also briefly worth noting 

other Sloan paintings in step with The Masses satiric approach. Gray and Brass (1907) 

ridicules the pomp of the wealthy as they draw derisive glances from the poor they drive 

past in their ostentatious car. Before Sloan repainted them at some point in the 1930s, 

the well-groomed ladies in Fifth Avenue, New York (1905) betrayed unattractive charac-

ter traits through their haughty expressions.  

Fig. 6: John Sloan, McSorley’s Bar, 1912, Detroit Institute of Arts 
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The images of working-class men produced by Ashcan and Masses artists, with few 

exceptions, share one common trait, the flinty mood that pervades them – depicting men 

seems to have been a serious business. The adjective frequently applied to Sloan’s prac-

tice is warmth, and while that suits his smiling view of women his male subjects elicit 

something closer to camaraderie. His varied approach to picturing the working classes 

evidences the deep-seated dialogue between fine artist and magazine illustrator, roles 

informed by cultural debates between socialist and anarchist politics that pointed to 

different conclusions.  But the discord this created in Sloan appears, on occasion, to 

have allowed him to see beyond the class-apart perception that frequently shaped his 

work. These images diminish the »temporal compression« that prompts the audience to 

respond to the internal dynamics with an assessing narrative of their own. They diverge 

from the traditions of high art composition and the collective memory of the dominant 

classes, taking hold of the many strands of Sloan’s practice to achieve unity of artistic 

and political vision.    
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